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my interest in writing assessment stems from perceived injustices I1 witnessed while

teaching english at a small western pennsylvania community college the philosophy

at the institution in 1989 especially for basic and english as a second language ESL

writers was that students needed to leamlearn grammar before they could ever hope to write
one of the courses I1 was assigned to teach developmental english I1 especially

stressed grammar spelling vocabulary and short paragraph writing the first class

meeting of developmental english I1 troubled me for many of the students complained

bitterly about their placement inin what they referred to as boneheadordummybonehead or dummy english

they wanted to know how they had gotten there I1 was unable to tell them but I1

promised to investigate

upon questioning the divisional director of humanities I1 learned that incoming
students took a battery of tests inin english math and sciencescience depending on their scores

students were placed in either pre collegedevecollegcollegedevelopmentaledeve lopioplopmentalmental or college freshman level

classes I1 also learned that the english test consisted of approximately 50 multiple

choice items dealing with the mechanics and punctuation rules of english as well as

spelling and vocabulary questions students did no actual writing on the test the
rationale for using this method of placement was cost and ease of administration

reliability and validity issues also played a part in the selection of the standardized

indirect assessment administered to all incoming students

this testing method seemed hardly fair to me first it asked the students to answer

questions about writing rather than asking them to write additionally the test came

from outside the institution the developers did not know the students nor were they

apprised of the local situation the philosophy of the institution or the teachers who

would teach the courses in my mind actual student writing would certainly tell more

about how these students wrote than answers to decontextualized questions

the problems with this method of assessment played themselves out inin my class

As the semester progressed I1 found that many students were better writers than the

scores on their placement tests indicted sadly it was too late in the term to move them
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to a higher level class conversely some struggled and may have needed even more

individualized attention than my class was designed to give whatever the case

instances of improper placement existed creating a large disservice to many of the

students in my class

when I1 informed the students how they had been placed in my class based on

results of the multiple choice test they took the week before classes started many

expressed displeasure some argued that if they had known the reason for the test they

would have done better no one had bothered to tell them the high stakes involved

consequently few of the students had taken the test seriously and ended up in a class

that did not serve their needs and cost them financially emotionally and inin time lost inin

their academic careers I1 quickly learned that if students get no explanations regarding

testing they often perceive such tests as whimsical or trivial I1 was left to wonder why

no one had asked me my opinion about how students should be placed inin my classes

when I1 asked about the testing situation again I1 was told that it had always been done

that way and that I1 should not get involved inin things that really did not concern me

humbled I1 felt naivenaive and alone I1 had yet to discover that assessment defines goals

and expresses values more clearly than do any number of missionmission statements white
lutz & kamusikinkamusikiriKamus ikinikiri 1996 so I1 could argue more effectively for alternative means of
assessment

fast forward to 1994 when as a rookie graduate studentteachingstudent teaching assistant and

novicenovice ESL instructor at a major research institution I1 encountered similar hostility and

questions from my university students as I1 had from the community college students

they demanded to know what they were doing inin a basic ESL writing class rather than

being placed in a regular ESL composition class that would in their words count for

something I1 sensed their frustration as I1 have sensed the frustration of many students

when assessment isis a puzzlement crusan & cornett 2002 further I1 was stunned that

the same complaints existed at this huge well respected university as at the tiny

community college where I1 had taught for five years again I1 did not know the answer
to their questions but I1 promised to explore the issue and report back what I1 found

meanwhile I1 encountered the following any valid assessment of an individual

students writing ability should include samples of a variety of writing tasks which

contain genuine variations inin topic purpose and audience peyton staton richardson
& wolfram 1990 when I1 read the peyton et al article I1 was concerned for inin my

investigation of my students demands I1 had found that the university in which I1 was
doing graduate work used a multiple choice grammar test indirect assessment to place

incoming freshman into composition courses once again I1 was at an institution that
did not use writing to place students in composition classes worse still it was widely
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hinted that students whose first language was not english were placed inin writing classes

arbitrarily by their advisors without any testing whatsoever according to everything I1

was reading and learning I1 had just confronted what amounted to evidence of
inadvertent compliance on my part and duplicity on the part of the university
nevertheless it was comforting to discover that 1I at least was not alone in my belief of
the inappropriateness of the means of assessment I1 was encountering

in my naivetenayvet& I1 believed that I1 could reconcile the problem I1 had discovered by

simply exposing the circumstances to those I1 believed would be sympathetic listeners

however I1 have been soundly chastised from many comers some influential members

of the 12 writing or writing assessment community have argued that they are no longer

waiting for quantitative evidence to settle the question of whether a direct essay or

indirect multiple choice measure isis better at assessing writing for any purpose

placement proficiency achievement countless articles discuss this notion and the

majority favor direct assessment when a choice between the two has to be made bailey
1998 belanoff 1991 brand 1992 cooper & odell 1977 kroll & reid 1994

patkowski 1991 peyton staton richardson & wolfram 1990

1I have been informed that the current writing assessment debate focuses instead on

degrees of the authenticity of direct measures how authentic isis authentic enough or
more concretely the debate frequently focuses on the single draft timed impromptu

essay score versus a portfolio score finally others debate the value of hermeneutics

over more positivistic approaches to evaluating writing broad 2000 nevertheless
the reality isis many university administrators firmly believe in the value mainly in terms

of efficiency and cost effectiveness of indirect measures and advocate their use at their

institutions

I1 tell these personal stories to set the stage for the major issue in this paper which

really has little to do with whether direct assessment for placement is better than indirect

assessment that battle has been fought and is purported to have been won hamp
lyons 1990 the central issue isis that indirect assessment for placement still continues

in fact as late of the early nineties it was used at approximately half ofamericas higher

education institutions huot 1994 through my paper I1 wish to begin to make the

invisible visible to call attention to a situation that exists despite the fact that the

composition community has recognized the limitations of indirect assessment and to

muster support for change

I1 have determined that a problem exists because I1 have dealt with it at two of the

three institutions where I1 have been a faculty member and I1 believe that others are

struggling with this issue as well particularly those who serve alone or inin very small

groups at smaller institutions and community colleges who are battling to change
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writing placement methods to more humanistic forms this is the material reality in

fact condon 1998 states

unfortunately holisticholisticallyal ay1y scored timed writings never represented
the majority practice in writing assessment that position remains
rather firmly the domain of the multiple choice test even today SAT-
V and actenglishACT English are the most often used methods for placing first
year college students into composition courses p 878887 88

when I1 question why any university would contradict writing assessment theory I1

am reminded that assessment is a site of contention where legitimate disputes over

educational issues play themselves out white 2001

these disputes point to political interests and the critical academic issue of who

holds the power shannon 2001 asserts whatever evidence advocates deem most

important to make their case for whomever controls the definitions of these terms

literacy reading is not only in for a big payday from subsequent consumption of
appropriate commodities but they are inin position to influence if not determine what

types of literate citizens will populate america although the commodities shannon
refers to are reading commodities such as basal readers and teacher proof reading

systems his message clearly is that definitions of literacy differ depending on who is

doing the defining the same holds true for writing and its assessment whoever holds

the power to define writing at a given institution gets to provide input into what kind of
assessment will be used to test writing ultimately it should be those who have been

schooled in composition theory shannon reminds us that it does not always work that

way that those in control are often those who are least prepared to make the decisions

that will affect students and teachers lives if those holding the reins of power deem

writing to be merely an exercise in filling in the blanks the assessment chosen to test

writing ability will match this definition

what is placement and why is it important

one of the most important assessment procedures involves testing students to make

placement decisions about applicable writing courses at the college or university
freshman level johnson 1980 states that placing students at the appropriate english
composition level to increase their chances of success isis a recurrent problem at colleges

and universities nationwide p 91 from personal experience I1 have seen arguments

surrounding assessment confounded by intertwined political and academic
considerations

placement tests commonly categorize students into teaching groups moreover they
are purported to provide information concerning the examineesexamineexaminerses level of language ability
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inin order to place them in appropriate composition classes the method of placement

used by an institution does more than what it isis designed to do it also reveals an

institutions philosophy about wntingwritinganting and the importance the institution places on

writing what can we be saying to our students when we given them a multiple choice

grammar test purporting that it can measure how well they writewrite9writee

another issue to consider inm the placement of students is test development in a

perfect situation assessment instruments should be developed locally that is developed

at the institution where the test will be given placement testing is specific to the school

setting as a result placement tests are often created by institutions to serve their own

needs in that way the test will measure what the institution needs to measure for its

specific classes therefore a placement test that works well at one institution may not

necessarily be transferable to another additionally the test should have the ability to

place into several different classes basic ESL honors

the paradox of what do we do and what should we do

huot 1994 reported on an investigation into the types of assessment institutions
used for placement he surveyed 1080 institutions through a mailed questionnaire
which collected date concerning method of placement composition curriculum and

option satisfaction with the placement in place procedures and personnel and

administration of placement procedures among other things in this paper huot
reasoned that in the short time direct assessment has been accepted we have made

considerable headway into the field of assessment A mere twentyfivetwenty five years previous
to the study nearly all placement was done using an indirect measure at the time of
the study half of the institutions surveyed reported using actual writing to place students

into composition classes unfortunately this means that half of the institutions surveyed

still used an indirect method as the sole means of placement my own experience bears

this out first at a small community college then at a very large university

huotshoots study also revealed that of the institutions using some form of direct

assessment 54 used outside criteria to rate the writing and 30 used only one rater

per paper what huot found is a major contradiction between theory and application

in a personal conversation 2001 march he stated that he strongly believes that the

results of his 1994 study remain valid today

in 20012001 the committee on second language writing submitted a statement CCCC

statement on second language writing and writers to the conference on college
composition and communication and the board of directors of TESOL teaching of
english to speaker of other languages both organizations endorsed the statement

which proposes guidelines on the ethical treatment of ESOL writers inin terms of
placement assessment class size academic credit teacher preparation and teacher
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support the statement calls for decisions regarding placement to be based on students

writing ability it further states that scores from direct assessment of students writing

proficiency should be used and multiple writing samples should be consulted whenever

possible CCCC statement on second language writing and writers 2001 ppap 670-

67167 1 evidently the field is an agreement about what we should do however what we

state as a group and what we do as individual institutions administrators testers and

teachers are at variancevariance we cannot look the other way as assessment for placement isis

played out inin ways that do not resonate with the collective understanding of ethical

placement strategies

who does assessment for placement affect

assessment for placement of freshman inin composition courses at the university

level is regarded as high stakes assessment the individuals affected are the best takers

and the teachers who teach in the program theoretical and philosophical viewpoints of
institutions and large scale test developers concerning assessment for placement are

well documented bachman & palmer 1996 breland 1983 greenberg 1992 white
1996 however it isis also important to consider the opinions of the two groups most

impacted by the assessment measures undertaken by institutions and large testing

bureaucracies the teacher and the student bachman & palmer 1996

of utmost importance isis teacher perception of student writing ability and of
assessment johnson 1999 states the assumptions you make about your students

have a tremendous impact on the nature of your reasoning and the nature of your

teaching practices p 143 she suggests that the teacher must know her students what

is difficult for them what they already know what ignites their curiosity from this it

can be assumed that teachers might care very much about their students placement and

be affected by such decisions in terms of student satisfaction concerning placement and

homogeneity of student population inin terms of writing ability

the issue of involvement of the teacher inin testing has been raised by a number of
researchers bachman & palmer 1996 hamp lyons 1996 larsen 1987 by calling

for essay testing teachers have hoped to gain power over assessment and hence over

the definition of what is to be valued inin education they have attempted to impose the

educational vision in which assessment is a vital support for the learner onto the

institutional visionvision in which assessment isis a sorting and certifying device white lutz
& kamusikiriKamusikiri 1996 p 9 clearly we need to make transparent our philosophy of
composition through our means of assessment

smith 1993 describes an assessment program where scoring guidelines and

numerical data were thrown out in favor of procedures which utilized teacher

knowledge of students and courses according to smith 1993 the results were both
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more accurate and much more cost effective than traditional testing As an extension of
this idea it can be reasoned that the teacher might be the best determiner of accurate
placement of students and also know better than others the true writing ability of
students when informed teachers begin to discover that knowledge is power they

acquire the tools necessary to start convincing those in power to use and develop better

types of writing assessment procedures

besides the impression on teachers students are immensely impacted by tests

bachman and palmer 1996 argue that one way to minimizeminimize the potential for negative

impact on instruction isis to change the way we test so that the characteristics of the test

and test tasks correspond more closely to the characteristics of the instructional

program p 33 if this is so then we must begin to look critically at assessment

instruments that place students in composition classes particularly if those instruments
do not correspond closely to the instruction in the class if writing is the instruction
then writing should be used inin the testing bachman & palmer 1996 brand 1992 it

makes little sense to use assessments which place students in ill suited classes

marginalizingmarginal izing both the teacher and the students

the issue of involvement of students and their perceptions of writing assessment

are often overlooked or no directly addressed those involved in testing certainly

consider the student when designing the testing instruments but the student is left out

of important decisions regarding how to test and the impact that the assessment of
writing has on these students student input into all facets of the design prompts and

assessment criteria isis essential

when developing measures to assess writing ability for placement purposes test

developers should consider what the students want from writing assessment white
1996 recounts that a student assigned the topic why write as the first paper in a

basic writing class responded unforgettably he wrote they make you write so they

can getcha p 2211 unfortunately this attitude isis rampant among students who often

view assessment as punitive and arbitrary white 1996 contends that writing
assessment based on the interests of students and other marginalized groups would

certainly include assessment that largely ignores surface features of dialect and usage

focusing instead on critical thinking and creativity p 23 notions difficult to assess

through a multiple choice test

the most important consideration inin any assessment is the purpose or use for

which it is intended bachman 2000 pxaxp x various marginalized groups among

students including not only racial and ethnic minorities but also groups such as the

middle aged women and athletes tend to see assessment as part of the apparatus that

has traditionally worked to their detriment patkowski iggi19919911 concludes important
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placement decisions which can greatly affect the academic futures of students should not

be solely made on the basis of a single score on any particular test but rather should

depend on a wider more authentic base of information in order to reduce barriers to

the retention of minority language college students p 738 authenticity pertains to

how representative the assessment task isis of the actual task bachman & palmer 1996

in other words if we are trying to determine how well a person drives a car an authentic

means of assessing that skill would be to have the person actually operate a vehicle

which isis usually what one does when taking a driving test

clearly ESL writers are marginalized by indirect tests used to assess writing ability

and because of them may never gain access to the academic discourse community of
the university ESL students because they generally have memorized grammar rules

very well tend to score very high on tests like the test of english as a foreign language
TOEFLJOEFL As a result these students may be placed in composition classes above their

ability possibly preventing them from gaining the academic writing skills needed to

succeed a university setting greenberg 1992 blanton 1987 states that her students

are frightened of writing inin english because they may not do well enough on exams to

be able to move ahead academically and graduate such feelings plant the seeds of their

own destruction how frightening must it be when one of our ESL students isis placed

above ability becomes frustrated and leaves never to have that opportunity to advance 9

even though our students may believe the contrary and at first rejoice that they have
been placed in composition classes where expectations might prove to be above their

ability at the time basic or remedial writing classes ESL included are not all bad in

fact several studies indicate that students who have not taken a seriesserlesseriesserles of remedial

classes drop out of school at almost three times the rate as their peers who have taken
remedialdevelopmentalremedial developmental course clearly a strong relationship exists between
appropriate writing instruction and remaining in college white 1995

these students misplaced in higher level composition classes may also be
marginalized by teachers attitudes toward them zamel 1995 contends that many

teachers display a belief that language and knowledge are separate entities that
language must be inin place and fixed inin order to do the work in the course p 509

therefore if such students are placed inin these teachers classes the teachers may see

them as inadequately prepared to handle the courseworkcoursework in reality these teachers may
not be conversant or skilled in working with such students therefore these teachers
often do not invite ESL students into serious engagement with the course material
zamel 1995 because they see the language problems as a sign of a lack of intellect

on the other hand native english speakers because they have not studied grammar

in so intense a fashion and may be better at using the language than describing it may
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be underplacedunderplayedunderplaced inin composition classes in light of this knowledge composition is

marginalized by placement tests which purport to measure writing ability but do

nothing more than allow universities to compile statistics which can be passed off as

predictors of grades in composition classes crowley 1995 odell 1995 shor 1992

in short then placement procedures are powerful tools which might affect both

ESL and native english speakers academically emotionallypsychologicallyemotionally psychologically
financially and in their relationships with teachers and with other students

walking our talk

As a field we need to stop putting our heads in the sand in many ways we have

already taken the initiative through efforts such as the CCCC statement on second

language writing and writers in order to insureinsure that our colleagues get the message that

12 writers are to be treated fairly taught effectively and thus given an equal chance to

succeed in their writing related personal and academic endeavors silva 1993 p 676711

consequently institutions using inappropriate means of assessment are guilty of
promising freedom the development of human capacity the social form of higher

education with which a person can achieve great things

instead these institutions continue to marginalize certain students to the fringe of
the university outside the discourse community simon 1987 proposes

that as educators both our current problem and our future project
should be an educational practice whose fundamental purpose isis to
expand what it is to be human and contribute to the establishment of
a just and compassionate community within which a project of
possibility becomes the guiding principle of social order p 141

one of the primary goals in writing this paper was to trouble the question to call

attention to a situation and possibly to open an ongoing and necessary dialogue

concerning the need to consider the state of assessment for placement especially for

ESL writers again I1 am not talking about the elite tier one universities although I1

personally am aware of several that use indirect assessment instead I1 am talking about

two and four year institutions where the lone ESL person faces questions of placement

methodologymethodolorv and needs ammunition for the battle with administration there is no easy

answer and I1 am well aware that the position forwarded inin this article isis not without its

own problems no monolithic solutions exist the field needs to take leadership

through more research and also through clearly defining objectives and processes

matsuda 1998 states that despite the growth of the ESL population there has not been

a corresponding increase in the amount of attention given to ESL students in many

writing programs p 99 with that in mind I1 propose we entertain several questions
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among them what is the nature of the disconnect between theory and practice 9 do
we practice what we preach how can we get administrators and teachers on the same

pagepage9paged how can we make assessment part of a process rather than an isolated task
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